Tug of War

A team building occasion that brings the entire British School family together from the smaller years of Foundation all the way up to the top of Secondary and its Sixth Form. The Tug of War (formally called the Tug of Peace during the Maoist Insurgency in Nepal) is an annual event where each house, Annapurna, Dhaulagiri, Kanchenjunga and Makalu compete.

Today the Tug of War kicked off as soon as school began. Energy and excitement filled the air inspiring both children and teachers alike to get ready for an intense competition.

The colours, red, blue, yellow and green covered the grey pigment of the hard-court. The sports marshals wore all black uniform while they professionally conducted the event with the help from teachers and ground staff. Once the games preceded various chants raring the teams to push on (and win) were heard, points were awarded for the team with the best and most enthusiastic chants.

The students, however, were not the only contestants, teachers representing their own teams also played against each other. This was probably the most exciting part of the event for the students to watch. Not only did the intensity of the competition increase but also so did the effort, after watching the excess power exhibited by the teachers in their games, the students tried even harder to impress.

In the end Annapurna was victorious however each team had their own little victory with each team winning many pulls. Teamwork and strength were represented greatly.
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